
Punjab Fire Services
(Hostriarpur)

NJC No 910-66594-Fire/48889 NOC Type: Renerv Dated l0-Mar-2023

CETtifiEd thAt thc BABA MANJH CONVENT SCHOOL At KANG MAI PO

HARIANA HOSHIARPUR comprised of 0 basements and 2 (Upper floor) owned/occupied by
paramjit Kaur Sidhu have compiled with the fire prevention and fire safety requirements of National

Building Code and verified by the ofhcer concerned offire service on 10-Mar-2023 in the presence of
paramj-it Kaur Sidhu Q.trame of the owner or his representative) and that the building ,' premise s is 1it

for occupancy group Educational Group-B subdivision B-1 (As per NBC) for period of one year

from issue date. Subject to the following conditions.

tssued on 10-Mar-2023 at Hoshiarpur
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1. Fire Safety arrangements shall be kept in working condition at all the times.
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2. No, alteration/ addition/ change in use of occupancy is allowed'
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3. Occupants/ owner should have trained staff to operate the operation of fire safety

system provided there in.
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4. Fire Officer can check the arrangements of fire safety at any time, this certificate will be

withdrawn without any notice if any deficiency is found'
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5. Occupants/ owner should apply for renewal of fire safety

expiry of this certificate.
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* Above Details cannot be used as ownership proof'
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